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Abstract. In many applications of sensor networks including environ-
mental monitoring and surveillance, a large volume of sensed data gen-
erated by sensors needs to be either collected at the base station or ag-
gregated within the network to respond to user queries. However, due to
the unreliable wireless communication, robust query processing in such
networks becomes a great challenge in the design of query evaluation
algorithms for some mission-critical tasks. In this paper we propose an
adaptive, localized algorithm for robust top-k query processing in sen-
sor networks, which trades off between the energy consumption and the
accuracy of query results. In the proposed algorithm, whether a sensor
is to forward the collected data to the base station is determined in ac-
cordance with the calculation of a proposed local function, which is the
estimation of the probability of transmitting the data successfully. We
also conduct extensive experiments by simulations on real datasets to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is energy-efficient while
achieving the specified accuracy of the query results.

1 Introduction

In recent years, technological advances have made it become possible to deploy
large-scale sensor networks, consisting of hundreds or thousands of inexpensive
sensors in an ad-hoc fashion, for environmental monitoring and security surveil-
lance purposes [1,16]. In these applications, a large volume of sensing data gen-
erated by sensors needs to be either collected at the base station or aggregated
within the network to respond to user queries. The sensor network thus can
be treated as a virtual database by the database community [14]. The process-
ing of queries in wireless sensor network includes the skyline query [4], top-k
query [22,23,5,6,11], join query [9,20,21], and so on. Top-k query is a fundamen-
tal operator in databases that searches for very important objects according to
the object rankings obtained by a variety of ranking techniques. Efficient pro-
cessing of top-k query is crucial in many information systems that comprise a
large amount of data [8]. Top-k query in a sensor network is to return the k
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points with largest values to the base station, where a point is referred to as
the sensed value and the ID of its generator (sensor). Wireless sensor networks
that support top-k queries can be used to not only monitor the data generated
by sensors in no time but also perform further data analysis for decision mak-
ing. One such an application scenario is that the ornithologists who study the
behaviors of various bird species in a given region forest are interested to know
where the birds are most likely to gather [22]. To do so, they place the bird
feeders at different locations in the monitored region and install one sensor at
each feeder to count the number of birds at that feeder periodically. The result
of the top-k query can assist the ornithologists to determine where the birds
are likely to be attracted. For example, a top-k query can inquire which feeders
attract the maximum number of birds. Thus, the ornithologists can observe the
bird behaviors at a few places where the most attractive feeders are located.

A paramount concern in processing queries in energy-constrained wireless sen-
sor networks is the energy conservation in order to prolong the network lifetime,
because it usually is impractical to recharge the batteries that power the sen-
sors. In addition, a query result with a certain degree of accuracy is acceptable,
while the query results are typically computed by in-network processing. The
existing in-network processing algorithms are mainly based on the tree rout-
ing structure, which include the ones in [13,15,24,25] for aggregate query, and
the ones in [23,6,10] for top-k query, etc. However, the failure rates of wireless
communication in wireless sensor networks are relatively high (up to 30% loss
rate in common [27]), and each lost message at a sensor causes the loss of all
the collected data from the subtree rooted at the sensor. As a result, it is not
uncommon that 85% of sensed values are lost in a multi-hop sensor networks,
causing significantly answer inaccuracy and compromising the monitoring qual-
ity [18]. To overcome the shortcoming of the tree structure in the accuracy of
query results, several algorithms including algorithm FATE-CSQ in [12] have been
proposed, which make use of the feedback-retransmission mechanism, i.e., if a
transmission is failure, the parent sends the feedback messages to the children
and the children retransmit their messages again. However, such algorithms re-
sult in high message complexity and long delay in message delivery. Gobriel et
al [7] proposed an algorithm RideSharing, in which each sensor maintains two
types of parents: the primary and several backup parents. If the primary parent
does not receive the message from a child, it would send a vector to the other
backup parents, asking for them to forward the message. To ensure that all the
parents of a sensor can overhear the vector, it is required that all the parents and
this sensor form a clique, i.e., each of them is located within the transmission
range of each other. Although algorithm RideSharing avoids multiple retrans-
missions of the messages, it suffers high message complexity and long delay too,
and furthermore, the clique may not exist in real networks.

Besides the mentioned tree-based algorithms, several researchers have pro-
posed multi path-based and hybrid-based algorithms to deal with the aggre-
gation queries in wireless sensor networks with high failure rates [3,2,18,17,26].
Considine et al [3,2] and Nath et al [18] proposed the multi path-based
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methods, based on the multi-ring routing structure for aggregation queries, in
which the sensors are partitioned into different levels according to the number
of hops between them and the base station. Therefore, the data transmission is
performed level by level towards the base station. In the transmission by using
the multi-ring structure, each sensor sends its messages to all of its neighbors
at the level closer to the base station, rather than the single parent in the tree
routing structure. In this paper, this approach is referred to as algorithm SD
(Synopsis Diffusion) from [18]. The multi-ring structure is efficient in terms
of energy consumption for some aggregation queries such as MAX, MIN and
SUM, because each sensor aggregates the received data and broadcasts the ag-
gregate result of the same size as each received data to its neighbors. Therefore,
the transmission energy consumption on the multi-ring structure is almost the
same as that on the tree structure. However, in dealing with complicated queries
like top-k query and skyline query, a number of points rather than a partial re-
sult need to be sent to the base station as part of the query result, which means
that the duplication of points will significantly increase the transmission and
reception energy consumptions. This leads to that the sensors run out of their
energy quickly, thereby reducing the lifetime of the sensor network. We here use
an example to illustrate this. Fig. 1(a)-(d) show the number of sent and received
points by the sensors when the tree based approach and algorithm SD are ap-
plied to answering a MAX query and a top-5 query, respectively. Each sensor
has a labeled tuple, in which the first component is the number of points sent
by the sensor, and the second one is the number of points received at the sensor.
Initially, each sensor contains one point. To answer the MAX query, each sensor
broadcasts a point with largest value among the received and its own points to
its neighbors, while each sensor broadcasts 5 points with largest values among
the received and its own points to its neighbors to answer the top-5 query. It
can be seen that for the MAX query, algorithm SD has the same number of sent
points and a few more received points, while for top-5 query, the number of sent
and received points of algorithm SD is much more than those on tree topology.

To utilize the advantage brought by the tree and ring routing structures,
Manjhi et al [17] proposed an algorithm TD (Tributary-Delta) for aggregation
query processing, which is a hybrid approach, i.e., it adopts the routing structure
for data aggregation to achieve the optimal performance. Algorithm TD tries to
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overcome the problems of tree and ring topologies by combining the best features
of both topologies and tradeoffing the energy consumption and robustness of
query processing. The core idea of algorithm TD is to divide the sensors into
two categories. The sensors far away from the base station are called T sensors,
which send their data to a single parent, while the sensors near to the base
station are called M sensors, which send their data to multiple neighbors closer
to the base station. The network thus is organized in regions to implement one
of the two structures respectively. The region consists of the T sensors is called
Tributary region, while the region consists of M sensors and the base station is
called Delta region. The base station maintains the percentage of the sensors that
contribute their data to the final result and decides whether to shrink or expand
the Delta region for the future queries. If the percentage is below the user given
threshold, the Delta region is expanded to improve the robustness; otherwise, the
Delta region is shrunk to save energy. The adaptation of the routing structure
is executed by changing the label of a sensor (T or M). However, algorithm TD
seems not to be applicable to top-k query due to the following concerns. Firstly,
the points are only sent to a parent at the T sensors, therefore the accuracy of
query results will become low if the link failure rate is high. Secondly, the re-
classification of sensors is purely derived from the statistics of the failure links
in the transmission of current query evaluation. If the data distribution and
the unpredictable status of the wireless links in the next period are different
from the previous ones, such a re-classification may not improve the accuracy of
the results at all. Thirdly, the sensors near to the base station usually consume
more energy than the sensors far away from the base station. In algorithm TD,
the M sensors send and receive as many points as the sensors in algorithm SD,
which makes the M sensors run out of their energy quickly and disconnection
between the base station and other sensors. Thus the sensor network is no more
functioning. Lastly, the maintenance of the network structure may be expensive
in energy consumption by broadcasting the messages for adapting the structure.

In this paper we deal with top-k query evaluation in wireless sensor networks
efficiently and effectively. Our main contributions are as follows. We first ana-
lyze the drawbacks of applying existing algorithms for answering top-k queries,
followed by giving a new definition of the accuracy of top-k query results. We
then propose a localized, energy-efficient query evaluation algorithm tradeoffing
between the energy consumption and the accuracy of query results. We finally
conduct extensive experiments by simulations on real sensing datasets to evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm outperforms existing ones in terms of energy con-
sumption under the given constraint of the accuracy of results.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 System Model

We consider a sensor network consisting of n stationary sensors, randomly de-
ployed in a region of interest, each measuring a numerical value. For each
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sensor v, v.id is the ID of sensor v. Each point p is represented by a tuple
< p.sid, p.val >, where p.sid is the ID of sensor generating point p, and p.val
is the sensing (reading) value. Assume that p.sid as well as p.val is represented
by 4 bytes. Thus, a point p is represented by 8 bytes in total. There is a base
station with unlimited energy supply, which serves as the gateway between the
sensor network and users. Each sensor can communicate with the other sensors
within its transmission range, where the transmission range of all sensors in the
network is identical. Denote by f the probability of a link failures during the
wireless radio communication, i.e., the transmission through a link is failed with
probability f , 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. To transmit a message containing l bytes from one sen-
sor to its neighbors, the amount of transmission energy consumed at the sender
is ρt + l ∗ R, while the amount of reception energy consumed at the receiver is
ρr + l ∗ r, where ρt and ρr are the sum of energy overhead on handshaking and
sending and receiving the header of the message, and R and r are the amounts
of transmission and reception energy per byte. We assume that the computation
energy consumption on sensors can be ignored, because in practice it is several
orders of magnitude less than the communication energy consumption, e.g., the
authors in [14,19] claimed that the transmission of a bit of data consumes as
much energy as executing 1,000 CPU instructions.

2.2 Query Structure

Denote by N(v) the set of neighbors of sensor v. Each sensor can transmit points
to the base station through one or multi-hop relays. We define the distance of v
to the base station as the minimum number of hop relays from sensor v to the
base station. The sensors in the network can be divided into several levels, and
the sensors at the same level are also indexed. According to their distances to the
base station, vi,j is referred to as the sensor with jth smallest ID at the ith level
and Vi is the set of sensors at the ith level of the network. The base station is in
V1 (the base station is v1,1), and the number of hops from a sensor vi,j to the base
station is i−1. Let Up(vi,j) be the set of upstream sensors of vi,j , which is the set
of neighbors of v in Vi−1, i.e., Up(vi,j) = {v | v ∈ Vi−1, v ∈ N(vi,j)}. Similarly,
denote by Down(vi,j) = {v | v ∈ Vi+1, v ∈ N(vi,j)} the set of downstream
sensors of vi,j . A sensor v is defined as a partner of sensor vi,j from sensor u,
such that v and vi,j have the same downstream sensor u, i.e., the set of partner
of sensor vi,j from sensor u is Par(vi,j)u = {v | u ∈ Down(vi,j), u ∈ Down(v)}.
In other words, a sensor in Up(u) is a partner of any sensor in Up(u) from sensor
u. vi,j is also a partner of itself. Thus Par(vi,j) =

⋃
u∈Down(vi,j)

Par(vi,j)u is
the set of partners of sensor vi,j from all its downstream sensors. A sensor v is
defined as the ancestors of sensor vi,j if the points generated at sensor vi,j can
be sent to sensor v through one or multi-hop relays, while a sensor v is defined
as the descendants of vi,j if the points from v can be sent to vi,j through one or
multi-hop relays. The sets of ancestors and descendants of sensor vi,j are referred
to as Anc(vi,j) and Des(vi,j), respectively. In addition, denote by Down(vi,j)u

the subset of downstream sensors of sensor vi,j , in which the sensors are the
ancestors of sensor u, i.e., Down(vi,j)u = {v | v ∈ Down(vi,j), v ∈ Anc(u)}. In
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the previous algorithms using the multi-ring structure, the points are transmitted
from a sensor to all its upstream sensors and are regarded as the duplications of
the points. The points thus are transmitted to the base station through multi-
paths, which significantly increases the accuracy of the query results.

2.3 Accuracy of Top-k Query Results

The accuracy of the query results in previous studies is measured by the ratio of
the obtained results to the real results. However, such a measurement may not be
suitable for top-k queries. The reason is as follows. Assume that the base station
issues a top-100 query to a sensor network of 1,000 sensors and receives the top-
100 result from its 700 sensors, and the points from the rest of the 300 sensors
are lost within the transmission due to link failures. However, due to the skew
data distribution, the obtained top-100 result from the 700 sensors is the actual
top-100 result from the 1000 sensors. If the data distribution is changed, e.g.,
the actual top-100 points all come from the 300 sensors, the obtained result and
the actual result are completely different. In this case, the comparison between
the obtained results and the actual results does not reflect the actual number
of the points lost during the data transmission. To this end, we thus propose
another metric to measure the accuracy of top-k query results that will not be
affected by the data distribution as follows.

Denote by P the set of points in the sensor network. If there are x points
in P which are actually used to determine the results, x

|P | is defined as the
accuracy of the top-k results, where the x points consist of two types of points:
the points transmitted to the base station successfully, and the points failed
to be transmitted to the base station because they are discarded by the sensors
receiving at least k points with higher values than theirs. For each query, assume
that an expected threshold ratio θ is given in advance, and at least θ ∗ |P | points
can be used for determining the results. The single point threshold θp is the
probability of a point that is one of the x points. Denote by Evx the event that
x points are used to determine the query result. Therefore, the accuracy of top-k
result is

θ = Pr(Ev|P |) + Pr(Ev|P |−1) + . . . + Pr(Ev�|P |θ�)

= θ|P |
p + θ|P |−1

p (1 − θp)|P | + . . . +
( |P |
�|P |θ�

)

(θ|P |−�|P |θ�
p )(1 − θp)�|P |θ�

=
|P |−�|P |θ�+1∑

i=0

(|P |
i

)

θ|P |−i
p (1 − θp)i. (1)

The value of θp in Eq. (1) can be estimated provided that θ is given, and
if each point used for the query result has a probability no less than θp, then
the accuracy of the query result will be no less than θ. Note that due to the
uncertainlity of the link failures, it cannot guarantee whether the accuracy of
each top-k query result meets the specified threshold.

We now give the problem statement. Given a wireless sensor network G(V, E),
V is the set of sensors and the base station, and E is the set of links. Assume
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that each sensor contains a point initially. Let P be the set of points generated
by all sensors. Assume that the average link failure rate is f , which means that
a sensor v in the WSN transmits data to its neighbors, the neighbors cannot
receive the correct data with probability f(v) on average, and the query result
accuracy threshold θ is given, too. The robust top-k query evaluation is to return
the k points with the largest values with the query result accuracy being no
smaller than θ. If the link failure rate is too high to meet the accuracy threshold
θ, the top-k query evaluation will return the results as accurate as possible.

3 Robust Top-k Query Evaluation Algorithm

In this section we propose a novel localized evaluation algorithm for robust top-k
query to tradeoff the energy consumption and the query result accuracy. The pro-
posed algorithm is as follows. Built upon the query structure, a sensor vi,j first
collects the local information (i.e., its neighboring sensors). To respond to a top-k
query, each sensor vi,j performs different operations according to whether it has
downstream sensors. If there is no downstream sensors, vi,j just broadcasts its
points to its upstream sensors; otherwise, it receives the points from all its down-
stream sensors and puts the points with the same values and the generated sen-
sors into the same group. Sensor vi,j examines the groups one by one to determine
whether to broadcast the points of groups to its upstream sensors. Having exam-
ined all the groups, vi,j broadcasts some of the received points to its upstream sen-
sors. To determine whether to broadcast a received point, vi,j calculates a value of
a local function. If the value of the function for the received point is less than the
threshold θp, the point is forwarded to its upstream sensors; otherwise, the point
is discarded. The calculation of the local function is based on the local informa-
tion of sensor vi,j and its information so far. In the following, we first describe how
each sensor collects the local information and then propose the algorithm Robust
Top-k Query Evaluation (RTE in short). Note that the proposed algorithm is a
localized algorithm, which is preferable by distributive sensor networks.

3.1 Local Information Collection

We show how a sensor vi,j collects the local information of its neighboring sen-
sors. Firstly, each sensor vi,j broadcasts its ID vi,j .id and the number of its
upstream sensors |Up(vi,j)| to its downstream sensors, and at the same time it
also received the same information from its upstream sensors. In other words,
each sensor vi,j broadcasts {vi,j .id, |Up(vi,j)|} to its downstream sensors and
receives

⋃
v∈Up(vi,j){v.id, |Up(v)|} from its upstream sensors. Secondly, sensor

vi,j broadcasts
⋃

v∈Up(vi,j){v.id, |Up(v)|} to its upstream sensors. It also receives
the information broadcast from all its downstream sensors. Having received the
information from one of downstream sensor u , i.e.,

⋃
v∈Up(u){v.id, |Up(v)|},

vi,j obtained the information of partners in Par(vi,j)u. Therefore, sensor vi,j

obtains the IDs and the number of upstream sensors of all its partners, i.e.,⋃
v∈Par(vi,j)

{v.id, |Up(v)|}. Finally, vi,j makes use of the information to calcu-
late the local function and determines whether to forward the received points.
Note that the local information collection is only executed once.
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3.2 Query Evaluation Algorithm

We propose the evaluation algorithm RTE for robust top-k query evaluation as
follows. For each sensor vi,j , the set of its upstream sensors is partitioned into two
disjoint subsets: The first �|Up(vi,j)| ∗ f� sensors with smaller IDs are appointed
to forward the points from vi,j , while the other sensors will determine whether
to forward the points by calculating a local function. Note that each sensor can
easily know whether it is appointed by one of its downstream sensors because it
stores the IDs of all its partners. The detailed procedure is as follows.

If sensor vi,j does not have any downstream sensors, it broadcasts the points
to all its upstream sensors; otherwise, it checks the received points one by one.
There are different groups of points at vi,j , containing the same points from
different downstream sensors. The points in the group Gp(p)vi,j are the points
whose values are p.val and their generated sensors are p.sid. vi,j contains k
different groups of points Gp(p1)vi,j , . . . , (pk)vi,j , in which p1, . . . , pk are the k
points with highest values among the points at sensor vi,j , where for every two
groups Gp(px)vi,j and Gp(py)vi,j , px.sid �= py.sid or px.val �= py.val. If sensor
vi,j is appointed by any downstream sensors sending px to vi,j and px is in one
of the top-k group, point px is marked as the point to be forwarded by vi,j ;
otherwise, sensor vi,j calculates the function to determine whether to forward
point px. The calculation of the local function will be introduced in the next
section. If the value of the local function is not smaller than θp, point px is
discarded by sensor vi,j ; otherwise, point px is marked to be forwarded. Having
checked all the groups, sensor vi,j broadcasts the set of all marked points to its
upstream sensors. The pseudo-code of algorithm RTE at each sensor is as follows.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm RTE(v)

begin
collect the local information; receive θ and calculates θp;
if vi,j has no downstream sensors then

broadcast the points to all the upstream sensors;
else

receive the points from the downstream sensors;
group the points and obtains top-k points groups,
G(p1)vi,j , . . . , G(pk)vi,j ;
foreach point px of group G(px)vi,j do

if vi,j is appointed by any downstream sensors sending px then
px is marked to be forwarded;

else
calculate the local function;
if the value of local function is smaller than θp then

px is marked to be forwarded;

end
broadcast the points that are marked to be forwarded;

end
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3.3 Determination of Non-appointed Sensors

We then describe how a sensor vi,j determines whether forwarding a received
point p if it is not appointed by any sender of p. The intuition of determination is
that sensor vi,j calculates the probability of transmitting point p by its partners
appointed to forward point p. If the probability is no less than the threshold,
there is no need for it to forward point p; otherwise, sensor vi,j forwards point p.
However, it is a bit difficult for sensor vi,j to calculate the probability of sending
point p by the appointed partners, since vi,j only has the local rather than the
global information. Therefore, an approximate value that is always smaller than
that probability is designed for sensor vi,j as follows.

Denote by pr(v)p or pr(Vi−1)p the probability of point p sent to sensor v or
any sensor at the i−1th level, while lpr(v)p and lpr(Vi−1)p are the local functions
of sensor vi,j estimating the probability of that point p is sent to sensor v or any
sensor at the i−1th level, respectively. Assume that point p is generated at sensor
vi′,j′ and vi,j is the ancestor of vi′,j′ . Recall that Down(vi,j)vi′,j′ is the set of
downstream sensors of vi,j and the ancestors of vi′,j′ . In other words, point p can
be transmitted from vi′,j′ to vi,j through sensor u ∈ Down(vi,j)vi′,j′ . Suppose
that sensor vi,j receives point p successfully from m sensors {u1, u2, . . . , um} ⊆
Down(vi,j)vi′,j′ . Sensor v is a partner of sensor vi,j that is also ancestor of
sensor vi′,j′ . Denote by d(v) the number of downstream sensors of sensor v in
{u1, u2, . . . , um}. For a sensor v in

⋃m
t=1 Par(vi,j)ut , sensor vi,j estimates the

probability that sensor v receives point p is

lpr(v)p = 1 − (1 − (1 − f)i′−i−1(1 − f))d(v). (2)

where f is the average of link failure rate and the value of d(v) can be calculated
by sensor vi,j as follows. Initially d(v) = 0. Having received point p from sensors
u1, . . . , um, sensor vi,j increments d(v) by 1 if v is in Up(ut), 1 ≤ t ≤ m,
and i′ can be obtained from p.sid. Thus the value of lpr(v)p can be calculated
locally. Assume that there are m′ partners of vi,j , v1, . . . , vm′ in

⋃m
t=1 Par(vi,j)ut

appointed to forward point p. Sensor vi,j calculates the value of lpr(Vi−1)p by
calculating the probability that all sensors v1, v2, . . . , vm′ send point p to their
upstream sensors. From Eq. (2), we have

lpr(Vi−1)p = 1 −
m′
∏

t=1

(1 − lpr(vt)p(1 − f |Up(vt)|))

= 1 −
m′
∏

t=1

(1 − (1 − (1 − (1 − f)i′−i)d(vt))(1 − f |Up(vt)|)), (3)

The value of |Up(vt)| can be obtained by sensor vi,j through local information
collection and all the variables in Eq. (3) can be obtained by sensor vi,j , thus the
value of lpr(Vi−1)p can be calculated locally. For each received point p, if sensor
vi,j is not appointed, it calculates the value of lpr(Vi−1)p. If lpr(Vi−1)p > θp,
sensor vi,j discards point p; otherwise, sensor vi,j sends point p to all its up-
stream sensors even if it is not appointed to forward point p. When lpr(Vi−1)p is
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small, all the sensors need to forward the points to their upstream sensors to im-
prove the probability no matter whether they are appointed. Consequently, the
proposed algorithm is the same as algorithm SD. If the estimated probability is
high, the non-appointed sensors discard the points directly. lpr(Vi−1)p in Eq. (3)
is determined by f , |Up(vt)|, d(vt), and i− i′, while the values of f and |Up(vt)|
reflect the physical condition of the sensor networks, e.g., the average link failure
rate and the deployment of the sensors (the number of upstream sensors of a
sensor). If f is large and |Up(vt)| is small, this means the chance to transmit
point p successfully is unlikely, the value of lpr(Vi−1)p will become small and
consequently more sensors help is needed in order to forward point p to their
upstream sensors. d(vt) is determined by the number of copies of point p received
by sensor vi,j and the number of downstream sensors of sensor vt. A smaller d(vt)
implies that the number of copies of point p is small and loss of these copies will
lead to the failure of the transmission of point p. When d(vt) is small, lpr(Vi−1)p

will be small as well and more sensors forward point p to increase the number
of copies of p. i − i′ shows the number of hops from the generated sensor of
point p (vi′,j′) to sensor vi,j . The larger the i − i′ is, the more possible point
p is in the top-k result because it has larger values than more points from the
subtree rooted at sensor vi,j . If i − i′ is large, lpr(Vi−1)p will be small and the
non-appointed sensors will forward point p to help increase the probability of
transmitting point p successfully. In conclusion the proposed estimation of prob-
ability is a self-adapting function in the accordance with the status of the links
and the routing structure of the different sensor networks, which tradeoffs the
energy consumption and the accuracy of the query results well. In the following,
we prove that the value of function lpr(Vi−1)p is smaller than the probability
that point p is sent to any sensor at the i − 1th level by giving the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Assume that point p is generated at sensor vi′,j′ and received by
sensor vi,j. Then, Pr(Vi−1)p ≥ lpr(Vi−1)p.

Proof. Recall that Par(vi,j)u is the set of partners of sensor vi,j from u, in which
the sensors and vi,j have the same downstream sensor u. If sensor vi,j receives
point p from some of its downstream sensors in Down(vi,j)vi′,j′ , it is obvious
that the sensors in

⋃
u∈Down(vi,j)v

i′,j′
Par(vi,j)u are the ancestors of sensor vi′,j′

and likely to receive point p. For a partner v ∈ ⋃
u∈Down(vi,j)v

i′,j′
Par(vi,j)u, the

probability of that it received p is

pr(v)p = 1 −
∏

u∈Down(v)v
i′,j′

(1 − pr(u)p)(1 − f)), (4)

where v is at the ith level and each u in Down(v)vi′,j′ is the downstream sensor
sending point p to v. There may be a sensor u ∈ Down(v)vi′,j′ that is not
a downstream sensor of sensor vi,j . Thus, set Down(v)vi′ ,j′ and the value of
pr(u)p in Eq. (4) is not known by sensor vi,j , because every sensor only has the
local information and consequently the value of pr(Vi−1)p is not known either.
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The probability that point p is sent to the upstream sensors of v is pr(v)p ∗
(1 − f |Up(v)|). Thus, the probability of sending point p to any sensor in Vi−1 is

pr(Vi−1)p = 1 −
∏

vi,k∈Anc(vi′,j′ )

(1 − pr(vi,k)p(1 − f |Up(vi,k)|)), (5)

where vi,k at the ith level is an ancestor of sensor vi′,j′ .
Within Eq. (4), pr(u)p is the probability that p is sent from sensor vi′,j′ to a

downstream sensor u of v at the (i + 1)th level. The value of pr(u)p is minimum
when point p is sent to sensor u through single path with i′ − i − 1 hops, that
is, pr(u)p ≥ (1 − f)i′−i−1. And d(v) is the number of sensors in Down(v)vi′,j′ ∩{u1, u2, . . . , um}, where {u1, . . . , um} are the downstream sensors sending point
p to vi,j successfully. Obviously d(v) ≤ Down(v)vi′,j′ . Because (1 − f)i′−i−1 ≤
pr(u)p and d(v) ≤ |Down(v)vi′ ,j′ |, from Eqs. (4) and (2), lpr(v)p ≤ pr(v)p.
lpr(v)p ≤ pr(v)p and {v1, . . . , vm′} ⊆ Anc(vi′,j′ ), we have

lpr(Vi−1)p = 1 −
m′
∏

t=1

(1 − lpr(vt)p(1 − f |Up(vt)|))

≤ 1 −
∏

vi,k∈Anc(vi′,j′ )

(1 − pr(vi,k)p(1 − f |Up(vi,k)|))

= pr(Vi−1)p. (6)

Thus, if lpr(Vi−1)p ≥ θp, then pr(Vi−1)p ≥ θp.

Therefore, if a point p generated at vi′,j′ is forwarded to sensors at the ith level
and there is a non-appointed sensor vi,j discarding point p because lpr(Vi−1)p >
θp, the probability that point p is sent to any sensor in Vi−1 is also larger than
θp. If a sensor vi−1,k receives point p and other k points with larger values than
p.val, p is impossible to be part of top-k result and it is transmitted successfully;
otherwise, if there is a sensor vi−1,k receiving point p but discarding it because
lpr(Vi−1)p ≥ θp, the probability of sending point p to the sensors in Vi−2 is not
smaller than θp. Eventually point p is sent to the base station with probability
not smaller than θp if there is at least a sensor at the second level discarding
point p because the locally estimated probability is not smaller than θp.

3.4 The Extension of the Algorithm

It is well known that link failure rates in wireless sensor networks are not iden-
tical. Denote by fu,v the failure rate of a link from sensor u to sensor v. Our
proposed algorithm can be extended for this generalized scenario as well. First,
in local information collection phase, each sensor broadcasts the link failure rates
of the links between itself and its upstream and downstream sensors in addition
to the number links between them. Second, each sensor calculates the proba-
bilities of receiving a point and forwarding the point along with the link failure
probability. Finally, the local function is modified to suit for WSNs with different
link failure rates. Denote by pr(p)v the probability of sensor v receiving point
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p. If v is the generator of p, pr(p)v = 1 and v broadcasts point p with pr(p)v ;
otherwise, pr(p)v is calculated as follows. Assume that sensor v received point p
with probabilities pr(p)u1 , . . . , pr(p)um from sensors u1, . . . , um. The probability
that v receives p is pr(p)v = 1 − ∏m

i=1(1 − pr(p)ui ∗ fui,v). Therefore, sensor v
estimates the probability that sensor v′ in

⋃m
t=1 Par(vi,j)ut if it receives point p

from sensor u1, u2, . . . , um, which is

lpr(v′)p = 1 −
∏

v′∈Up(ut)

(1 − pr(p)ut(1 − fut,v′)), (7)

where 1 ≤ t ≤ m. pr(p)ut is received by sensor v and fut,v′ can be obtained
through local information collection. Therefore the local function is modified as

lpr(Vi−1)p = 1 − ∏m′

t=1(1 − lpr(vt)p(1 − ∏|Up(vt)|
x=1 fvt,nx)), (8)

where n1, n2, . . . , nx are the upstream sensors of vt. All the variables in the mod-
ified function can be obtained by sensor v, and this indicates that the modified
function can also be calculated by sensor v locally.

4 Performance Study

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of
the total energy consumption, the maximum energy consumption among sensors,
and the accuracy of the top-k query results. We assume that the sensor network is
used to monitor a 100m×100m region of interest. Within the region, 1000 sensors
are randomly deployed by the NS-2 simulator [30] and the base station is located
at the square center. There is a communication channel between two sensors if
they are within the transmission range (5 meters in this paper) of each other.
Each point is represented by 8 bytes. It is supposed that the energy overhead on
transmitting and receiving a header and the handshaking are ρt = 0.4608 mJ
and ρr = 0.1152 mJ . The energy consumption of transmitting and receiving
one byte are R = 0.0144 mJ and re = 0.00576 mJ , respectively, following the
parameters given in a commercial sensor MICA2 [28]. In our experiments, we use
the real sensing dataset [29]. The performance of algorithm SD in [18], algorithm
TD in [17], algorithm FATE based on the re-transmission mechanism in [12] and
a well-known algorithm Naive-k in [22] on the tree structure is used as the
benchmark for comparison purpose.

4.1 Performance Comparison with Equal Link Failure Rates

We first study the performance of various algorithms with different thresholds θ
and equal link failure rates f , where θ is 0.7 or 0.8, while f is ranged from 0.05
to 0.5. Assume that a top-30 query is broadcast to all sensors. The results of the
experiments are the average of running the top-30 query by different algorithms
1,000 times, and in each time the status of each link in the network is randomly
determined, according to the given link failure rate.
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when θ=0.8, f = 0.2
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Fig. 2. The performance by various algorithms with identical link failure rates

From Fig. 2, we can observe that the query results delivered by algorithms
FATE and SD has a higher accuracy than that of the other algorithms, but algo-
rithm FATE has the largest maximum energy consumption and SD has the largest
total energy consumption. The accuracy of query result by algorithm Naive-k
drops sharply when the failure rate increases, which implies that it is not robust
under the unstable communication environment. Compared to another adaptive
algorithm TD, the results delivered by algorithm RTE is more accurate but with
less energy consumption in overall. Figs. 2(g), 2(h), and 2(i) indicate the per-
formance of various algorithms with different ks when θ = 0.8 and f = 0.2.
It can be seen that the accuracy of query results by algorithm RTE is above
the threshold and the total and the maximum energy consumptions by it is
smaller than these by the other mentioned algorithms. This implies algorithm
RTE makes a better trade off between the accuracy of the query result and the
energy consumption.
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4.2 Performance Comparison with Different Failure Rates

We then evaluate the performance of various algorithms with different link failure
rates. We assume that the link failure rate of each link is randomly generated
and with within the range from 0 to 0.5. The modified version of algorithm RTE
for this general case is referred to as RTEM.

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance curves of different algorithms, in which
we can see that with various values of θ, the query results delivered by algo-
rithm FATE are the most accurate, while the accuracy of the results by algorithm
Naive-k is the worst. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the accuracy of algorithm
RTEM is above the broken line representing θ and they are closer to the curves
of the accuracy of algorithm SD with the increase of k. Although there is no
guarantees that the accuracy of query results by algorithms RTE and TD meets
the given threshold, the query result accuracy by both algorithms is close to the
threshold, due to the adaptive mechanisms embedding in both the algorithms.
From Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), with the decrease of the threshold, the energy con-
sumption by algorithm RTEM is close or smaller than that by algorithm SD, since
the dynamic decision plays a crucial role in making the trade-off between the
energy consumption and the accuracy of query results. And it is observed from
Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) that algorithm RTE has the better performance in maximum
energy consumption than any other algorithms except algorithm Naive-k.
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Fig. 3. The performance by various algorithms with random link failure rates when θ
ranges from 0.7 to 0.9
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have tackled the problem of robust top-k query processing in
wireless sensor networks. The objective is to minimize the energy consumption
with the accuracy of query results constraint. We proposed a localized algorithm
to strive the finest tradeoff between the energy consumption and the accuracy
of the results. We conducted extensive experiments by simulations to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results show that
there is a non-trivial tradeoff between the energy consumption and the accuracy
of query results. The proposed algorithm is more energy-efficient than that of the
existing algorithms while meeting the specified accuracy requirement on query
results.
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